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Abstract. Recycling is a key process in any sustainable development strategy. This paper proposes 

solutions for the increasing waste collection rates by developing an educational model for developing 

innovative waste management solutions. The focus in this paper will be on making the correlation 

between experimental studies on compressive properties of recycling waste and designing a smart waste 

management compactor. Based on previous achievements on developing an innovative compactor 

system with selective waste collection, actual experimental trials will be analysed for generating 

compression patterns for different types of common waste containers which will be used in the 

conceptual design process of a compactor, impacting concept definition of all 3 subsystems: mechanical, 

electrical and software. A dedicated software module for compression parameters will be developed for 

importing experimental data trials and based on these to process and identify relevant compression 

parameters defining compression pattern for different common waste containers. These parameters will 

be used to assist the wok mode state machines for compacting wastes. This will improve compactor 

performance by optimization of compactor usage smart adaptability.  
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1. Introduction 
Polyethylene terephthalate (PET) is 100% recyclable and the most recycled plastic packaging 

material in Europe [1]. PET packaging can be used as a raw material for the textile industry, automotive, 

construction, new packaging for food and non-food products, for obtaining other PETs, etc. 

Much less energy is used to manufacture PET from recycled materials, the manufacturing cost is 

much lower, but it has the disadvantage that much more CO2 is released into the atmosphere. 

In addition, they can be recycled several times until they change their properties and can no longer 

be recycled. 

Although the incineration of PET waste is more attractive for reducing the volume of landfills and 

for recovering energy by burning, it is necessary to abandon these practices due to the negative effects 

on the atmosphere generated by gas combustion. 

The paper aims to continue existing studies and developments in recent years at the level of master's 

programs focused on the development of innovative products that serve the need for recycling of 

household waste. Some of these product ideas have proposed innovative solutions to reduce the volume 

by compacting recyclable waste like PET and cans. This reduction in volume can lead to an increase in 

the amount of recyclable waste by accelerating the process of sorting and collecting them especially 

from domestic users. 

This article continues the research and development process of designing an innovative compactor 

system with selective waste collection. One achievement was a software application for Smart 

Management Application has been developed [2].   
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2. Materials and methods 
2.1.1 Waste management system architecture 

Concept designing process was performed on a different development approach for the whole waste 

management ecosystem, based on Industry 4.0 concepts and principles, where the is a vertical integration 

with a hierarchical level component. It is about the integration of all IT system components (hardware 

and software) at various hierarchical levels into one comprehensive solution. In our case these 

hierarchical levels are respectively the field level, the control level, the process line level, the operations 

level and the ecosystem planning level represented by the Waste Management Ecosystem [2]. The 

system architecture can also be seen as an interaction between 3 subsystems: mechanical, electrical and 

software according with Figure 1. 

 

 
Figure 1. Waste Management System Architecture 

 

Industry 4.0 Design Principles (Figure 2) [3,4] were applied in designing each subsystem from our 

system based on similar levels like those from an automation pyramid: 

1. Level one: sensors and actuators - connecting what should be connected at the level of compactor 

physical active parts representing the ‘things and device’ layer) 

2. Level two: systems and internal services - monitor and manage in real time process at the level 

of the controller 

3. Level thee: connectivity – connect for new applications and capabilities of the compactor 

4. Level four: new services and ecosystems - transformation from the Waste Management 

Ecosystem. 

 

 
Figure 2. Example of a figure caption 
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2.2. Mechanical subsystem architecture 

Mechanical Subsystem Architecture was based on several student concepts. Most of them use a screw 

nut mechanism for the compression subsystem of the waste. The screw is driven by an DC electric motor. 

Each concept proposes different solutions for compressing active parts taking in account some 

preliminary experimental trials. Two of them are presented in Figure 3 [2]. 

 

 
Figure 3. Example of a figure caption 

 

This paper will focus on an extensive set of experimental trials for building the experimental study 

on compressive properties of waste (pets and cans). This study could serve in 2 main ways: 

• In further concept generation of different solutions for compressing active parts from the 

mechanical and electrical subsystems.  

• In software optimization of actual concepts prototypes by integration of a new module in the 

existing software application, module which will allow configuring compressing force and deformation 

range assuring a better control and adjustments of pet/can deformation parameters based on compression 

patterns determined on experimental results analysis and data processing. 

 

2.3. Electrical subsystem architecture 

The prototype’s electrical architecture respects automation pyramid covers the most relevant 

components from the first level 1: sensors and actuators and level 2 PLC from level 2. This architecture 

is detaild in Figure 4 [2]. 

 

 
Figure 4. Example of a figure caption 
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2.4. Software subsystem architecture 

Software subsystem was designed based on a State Machines programming architecture. It was 

developed in LabVIEW, a system engineering software suitable for applications that allows event-driven 

state machines where dynamic flow to states depending on values from previous states or user/ecosystem 

inputs. Based on functional analysis and previous electrical architecture there were defined 8 states 

machines for the real time controller. Two of work state machines are presented in Figure 5 [2]. In Figure 

5a PET_STATE is state machine, belonging to group of work state machines, for compressing a PET 

when user can be assisted step by step during the cycle of the process: starting with choose the waste, 

choose the volume, open the door, place the waste inside, close the door, start compacting until the waste 

is compacted and automatically drop to the right bin, and getting ready  for a new cycle. In Figure 5b 

CAN_STATE is state machine, belonging to group of work state machines, for compressing a CAN and 

it is similar with the PET one but customized for compressing a can. 

 

  
a. PET_STATE b. CAN_STATE 

Figure 5. Work State machines 

 

DEBUG_STATE is the setup state machine. In Figure 6a it is presented the initial interface with 

initial functionalities. In this paper it will be presented a new version of DEBUG_STATE state machine 

for which it will be added new functionalities for improving optimization of the working parameters for 

compacting of wastes. Those functionalities will be developed based on additional input data, collected 

from the experimental trials, which can be loaded into the software (Figure 6b).   

 

  
a. Initial b. Actual 

Figure 6. DEBUG_STATE State machine 
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3. Results and discussions 
3.1. Experimental trials  

Initially, preliminary experimental trials to determine the forces required to compress the waste were 

made using a variety of types of waste: cans, PET bottles, Tetra Pack, of different heights and 

thicknesses. It was used a Zwick/Roell ProLine table-top testing machine [2]. 

After the preliminary experimental trials, it was designing a first prototype based on a screw nut 

mechanism for the compression subsystem of the waste (Figure 7). 

 

 
Figure 7. Example of a figure caption 

 

After a set of tests, most of the functionalities and performance were confirmed but it was proved 

that for continuing design optimization of mechanical subsystem with the compressing active parts and 

for software subsystem optimization, a deeper study on Compressive Properties of pets and cans is 

needed [5].  

It was used the same testing machine: Zwick/Roell ProLine (Figure 8). 

 

 
 

Figure 8. Zwick/Roell ProLine testing machine 
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A wider range of popular plastic pets and cans were selected for the new set of experimental trials. 

Selection was made taking in account inputs related to: material, volume, plastic texture, shape and 

mass [6, 7]. 

A selection of the most relevant of pet and can specimens subjected to the compression test are 

presented in Table 1. 

 

Table 1. Selection of relevant of pet and can recipients 

Trial 
Waste 

Type 
Material 

Volume H 

[L] [mm] 

PET1 Bucovina Bottle PET 2 340 

PET2 Bucovina Bottle PET 2 340 

PET3 Tusnad Bottle PET 2 355 

PET4 Tusnad Bottle PET 2 355 

PET5 Borsec Bottle PET 2 333 

PET6 Cola Bottle PET 1.25 312 

PET7 Bucovina Bottle PET 0.5 221 

PET8 Dorna Bottle PET 0.5 212 

PET9 Dorna Bottle PET 0.5 212 

PET10 Borsec Bottle PET 2 330 

PET11 Cola Can AL 0.33 146 

 

Based on experience from testing the prototype, it was design the test trials where for each waste (pet 

or can) the compression trial starts from initial height H and, measuring force F[N] and deformation 

[mm] it was ended when the final height Hc (resulted height after compression) arrived at 40mm. For 

each trial an experimental data file (*.TRA format) was generated by the testXpert testing software from 

Zwick/Roell equipment. The representative measured data fields were: Standard force, Standard travel, 

Tool separation, Test time, Time (Figure 9). 

 

 
Figure 9. Extras from a TRA experimental data file 

 

A set of 11 waste (pet and can) samples were tested for the compression. Analyzing experimental 

data, it was revealed 3 relevant stages specific to the compression of a waste (Table):  

1. Initiation when it is elastic deformation, and it ends with a maximum F1max which indicates 

starting plastic deformation of the waste.  

2. Development - when pet/can has plastic deformation, bottle or can has most significant 

deformation, the volume has most significant reduction and F2max is the maximum force during this 

stage 

3. Ending – when pet/can become compacted and the force is increasing rapidly and F3max is the 

maximum force from this stage 
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Table 2. Selection of relevant compression test results 

Trial 
Volume H D1 F1max D2 F2max D3 F3max Hc 

Compression 

Ratio 

[L] [mm] [mm] [N] [mm] [N] [mm] [N] [mm] H/Hc 

PET1 Bucovina 2 340 12 96 134 179 297 485 43 7.91 

PET2 Bucovina 2 340 11 75 137 181 298 497 42 8.10 

PET3 Tusnad 2 355 7 96 133 175 305 494 50 7.10 

PET4 Tusnad 2 355 8 95 142 173 299 503 56 6.34 

PET5 Borsec 2 333 3 53 159 120 293 621 40 8.33 

PET6 Cola 1.25 312 5 151 12 73 209 115 29 3.03 

PET7 Bucovina 0.5 221 8 27 69 43 180 196 41 5.39 

PET8 Dorna 0.5 212 7 42 96 65 169 228 43 4.93 

PET9 Dorna 0.5 212 7 49 93 70 172 233 40 5.30 

PET10 Borsec 2 330 5 99 163 169 290 620 40 8.25 

PET11 Cola 0.33 146 1 309 13 114 102 238 44 3.32 

 

These data confirmed a similar compression behaviour with the precedent trials and with the 

prototype compression cycle resulted from proto tests. During the deformation process there are 3 main 

forces thresholds to take in account: F1, F2 and F3 corresponding to: initiation, development and ending 

stages. It is relevant to identify the maximum of these for each stage and based on this variance from 

waste to waste to identify proper sets of values for force and deformation which can become input 

parameters for setting and optimization of the compactor compressing subsystem.  

Figure 10 shows the forces - deformation for trial PET2, 2L volume and one of the biggest height H 

- 340mm. This is the case when compacting ratio of 8.1 indicating a significant volume reduction by 

compacting.   

Compression Ratio =H/Hc where H [mm] is the initial height of the recipient and Hc is the resulted 

height after compression.  

  

 
Figure 10. Diagram of force - deformation for trial PET2, 2L volume 
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Values of forces F1max=75N, F2max =181N and F3max=497N indicates that active compression 

parts of a compactor in this case would require a force about 500N for producing a compression ratio 

about 8. In Figure 11 it is represented the rezults from compression of 3 relevant pet bottles of L.  

 

 
Figure 11. Diagram of force - deformation for 3 different PET bottle trials 2L volume 

 

The forces F1max were 75N, 53N and 99N. The F2max were 181N, 120N and 169N. F3max were 

497N, 621N and 620N. This results indicates that active compression parts of a compactor in this case 

would require an average force about 630N for producing a compression ratio about 8. 

In Figure 12 it is represented the results from compression of 2 relevant pet bottles of 0.5L.  

 

 

 
Figure 12. Diagram of force - deformation for 2 different PET bottle trials 0.5L volume 
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The forces F1max were 27N and 49N. The F2max were 43N and 70N. F3max were 196N and 233N. 

This result indicates that active compression parts of a compactor in this case would require an average 

force about 240N for producing a compression ratio about 5. 

In Figure 13 it is represented the results from compression of one relevant can of 0.33L.  

 

 
Figure 13. Diagram of force - deformation for CAN trial 0.33L volume 

 

Values of forces F1max=309N, F2max =114N and F3max=238N indicates that active compression 

parts of a compactor in this case would require a force about 250N for producing a compression ratio 

about 3.2. The remaining tests confirmed similar distribution of the forces and deformations (Figure 14). 

 

 
Figure 14. The other compression trials graphs 

 

Based on these experimental trials it was confirmed the 3 stages compression behaviour for waste 

pet and can. It means that we can generate compression patterns with F(d) force-deformation for each 
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type of waste with a specific standard volume selected. These patterns can become important inputs for 

conceptual design of compactor impacting concept definition of all 3 subsystems: 

• Mechanical subsystem impacted parameters: 

o Maximum compression force of the mechanical subsystem. 

o Maximum volume compartment where the waste will be placed of the mechanical subsystem. 

o Range of displacement for active compression parts to suits with most common waste volumes. 

It will be important to adapt deformation to each type of waste. 

• Electrical subsystem impacted components: 

o DC motor: No-Load Speed, Stall Torque, Stall Current. 

o Driver Motor Controller: Max Continuous Current, Encoder Compatibility and Resolution. 

o Power supply. 

• Software subsystem impacted State Machines programming architecture: 

o Setup state machines: DEBUG_STATE state machine will need to allow importing experimental 

data, to allow compression patterns generation and to setup compressing parameters for working state 

machines for each standard waste type with a specific volume. 

o Work state machines:   PET_STATE and CAN_STATE should adapt in real time compressing 

parameters according with selected compression pattern. 

o Statistics state machine: should adapt and update graphs and information based on compression 

patterns used.  

 

3.2. Development of module compression parameters from DEBUG_STATE 

For completing correlation between experimental data from compression trials and Smart 

Management Application Software another module was develop and integrated into main application in 

the frame of the DEBUG_STATE state machine. This module, called Compression Parameters, allows 

loading experimental data files, process them, generating graphical representation and allowing setting 

the maximum force for compression of the equipment (Figure 15).  

 

 
Figure 15. The front panel of module Compression Parameters 

from DEBUG_STATE 
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Experimental data were generated by testXpert III testing software from Zwick/Roell ProLine 

Testing Machine in format of TRA files with specific fields: "Standard force";"Standard 

travel";"Absolute crosshead travel";"Tool separation";"Test time";"Time". The module Compression 

Parameters can import these TRA files and compute specific data of the compression process: identify 

the 3 compression ranges of data, calculates F1max and deformation D1, F2max and deformation D2 

and F3max and deformation D3. Based on these, the maximum compression Force and deformation to 

be set for a specific type of waste with a standard volume can be set manually or automatically by 

pressing the button AutoTune. Autotuning integrates a specific proportional–integral–derivative (PID) 

controller algorithm which allows determining the maximum force and deformation which will be apply 

by the compactor during the work state machines for specific waste type with a standard volume. 

Autotuning algorithm should also take into account specific parameters of the mechanical and electrical 

subsystems.  

A partial diagram with the code for module Compression Parameters is presented in Figure 16. 

 

 
Figure 16. The block diagram of the virtual instrument for module  

Compression Parameters from DEBUG_STATE 

 

Preliminary simulations and tests of the Smart Management Application Software with the new 

integration of the module Compression Parameters shows progress in optimization of compactor usage. 

There is a huge potential of development of his smart attribute (behaviour) of the waste compactor 

improving its adaptability to the waste type. Is also open another research development path to the 

predictive maintenance and continuous update of the database with compression patterns during the 

product usage lifecycle. 

 

4.Conclusions 
Development of innovative products in education at the level of master's programs focused on 

improving recycling process of waste can be a solid new integrative education model for developing 

technical and transversal competences in engineering. 

In this paper it was presented an iterative product development of a model of a Waste Management 

System based on Industry 4.0 concepts and principles where the experimental research is linked with 

previous contributions of the authors related to innovative solutions for improving domestic selective 

waste collection.   

Experimental trials performed helped in generation of compression patterns with F(d) force-

deformation for each type of waste and standard volume selected. It was confirmed a similar 

compression behavior with the precedent trials of waste. It was made correlation with the prototype 
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compression cycle with 3 relevant stages specific to the compression of a waste. Conceptual design of 

compactor was impacted in concept definition of all 3 subsystems: mechanical, electrical and software. 

By software development and integration of the Compression Parameters module at the level of 

DEBUG_STATE state machine, brought significant improvements of the software subsystem at the 

level of the state machines programming architecture for real time controller. This opens the door to 

feature developments in software optimization. Real time monitoring of compression parameters of 

compactor correlated with compression patterns resulted from experimental trials led to designing of a 

predictive and adaptive compression behaviour module. This may lead to a predictive maintenance and 

continuous update of the database with compression patterns during the product usage lifecycle  
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